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Full Text Superzone of Message 
1 GLOBAL 

of 149 

Document 25 

2 1 account of 21 dec soviet foreign ministry press briefing by vitaly 
churkin, on events in gulf, shevardnadze's resignation, soviet-german 
relations and other intI issues. (400 text sent: tasse 1640 tassr 1420; 
on verifying compliance with cfe treaty: 400 text sent: tasse 1649 tassr 
1405; 3 min: enginter 2110) 

3 2 tass corr yevgeny menkes new york report on ending of main part of 45th 
unga session, recapping on session's work. (400 text sent: tasse 0945) 

4 3 intvw with (abdur rashid dudayev), official of intI dept of islamic 
organization of ussr, reviewing events of 1990. (rpt beng 161200, item 6 
on 16 dec list) (beng 1200) 

5 4 anselmo septiem summarizes intvw with nicaraguan amb to ussr on most 
important events in 1990 which in the ambassador's opinion include 
perestroyka, disarm, awarding of nobel prize to gorbachev, chamorro's 
democratic election. (3 min: spanla 2300) 

6 5 "international situation, questions and answers": listeners write 
criticizing u.s. over gulf, a man in khabarovsk says why are there no 
sanctions against israel? igor surguchev replies, stressing soviet 
consistency on near east. ussr does not support u.s. bias in favor of 
israel, but does not condemn amaerican actions wholesale; a rostov 

________ _ _~__ ___. __ schoolteacher, __ bogdanOll8,_..ranl--in~tO--eXpress--her--V'iews_on_gulf-__ bor.i-s _________ --~--- ~ 
parkhomenko replies that her questions are loaded, and points out various 
facts she may have overlooked, her idea that iraq could attack ussr is 
pure fantasy. but, alas, the danger of nuclear conflict is real enough; 
the progress of european unity is reviewed in response to question from 
listener chaykovskay; pashchenko of nikolayev oblast asks whether germany 
is a capitalist country. konstantin patsyuk answers, yes, the former gdr 
has many problems; an old soldier asks about haiti. sergey pravdin gives 
some facts about this small land country, where poverty is rife thanks to 
duvalier clan. latest political developments there; premzikov (tataria): 
why does uk have no president? historical reasons explained. the british 
are praised for their love of tradition, parliamentary customs described. 
(home 1730) 

7 6 "mirror." (rpt czech/slovak 181800, item 4 on 19 dec list) (czech/slovak 
201800) 

8 7 "focus on asia and pacific: incl oleg shchedrov on situation in persian 
gulf (rpt enginter 201210, item 40 on 20 dec list); aleksey nikolayev on 
comments by thai foreign minister, stating that country would like to see 
peace in cambodia (3 min); anon peshawar dispatch on recent prison riot, 
sparked off by reports of canadian prisoner with AIDS disease, 
highlighting fact that drug traffickers are now using AIDS patients to 
smuggle drugs (3 min); eugene nikitenko interview with south korean 
businessman attending moscow intI conf, discussing changes in relations 
with ussr and south korea (5 min). (enginter 0710 1310) 

9 8 "mailbag." (rpt enginter 152210, item 8 on 16 dec list) (enginter 1410) 
10 9 moscow radio intI listeners club program presenting quotes from 
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listeners letters. (3 min: german 1600) 
11 AMERICAS 
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12 10 anselmo septiem interviews radio moscow corr to costa rica, who reports 
on recent central american summit. (4 min: spanla 2300) 

13 11 gaston vargas on latin american countries economic difficulties, recent 
eec, rio group foreign ministers meeting in rome and the resulting 
declaration of rome. (3 min: span1a 2300) 

14 TB221212oo90TAKEI 
15 12 summary intvw with gaston pratgay, argentine amb to ussr. (rpt span1a 

202300, item 11 on 20 dec list) (spancuba 0130) 
16 13 (vladimir boris) intvws two brazilian teachers on trial of chico 

mendes' murderers and disrespect for environment. (11 min: portbraz 2300) 
17 14 leonid 1evchenko on first anniv u.s. invasion of panama. (rpt portbraz 

202200, item 13 on 20 dec list) (spancuba 0130) 
18 15 anselmo septiem intvws radio moscow corr (aleksandr gratov) on 

importance given in peru to need to preserve peruvian rights on antarctic 
continent. (3 min: span1a 2300) 

19 GERHANY 
20 16 intvw with cyril pech, head of soviet-germa friendship society in 

former gdr, with the interviewee informing that former dsf facilities are 
now called interc1ub houses, but continue to serve largely the same 
purpose. (3 min: german 1600) 

21 17 "topical subject": presenting viktor glazunov on first all-germa 
parliamentary session in more than 50 myears held in the berlin reichstag 
building. reviewing the unification process, the author quotes willy 
brandt as referring to problems still ahead and, concluding his comment, 
says that in assessing the impact of edvuard shevardnadze's resignation on 

-- -ger.Dl&ll-y-sollle--lournalists--overstate-~e_~ase __ by:~rr.es-poJ1s1hle_ talk_QLa____ _ ____ _ 
return to the cold war days ignoring that shevardnadzes foreign policy 
would have been inconceivable without mikhai1 gorbachev whose course, 
glazunov says, can be relied upon to stay the same. (9 min: german 1700) 

22 VEST EUROPE 
23 18 a1eksandr pogodin on conclusion of ec cncl session at foreign minister 

level in brussels. (rpt enginter 201210, item 17 on 20 dec list) 
(enginter 0910 spancuba 0130) 

24 19 tass political analyst alebert balebanov on new aspects of european 
neutrality. (500 text sent: tasse 1630; 5 min: korean 0900) 

25 20 tass carr Mikhail ivanov on conclusion of the int1 conf "europe speaks 
to europe," organized by moscow's int1 center for sci-tech info and 
germany's comtech firm, citing remarks by alexander butrimenko, director 
of moscow center, at close of conference. (400 text: tasse 1950) 

26 21 tass commentator vladimir bogachev on european tactical nuclear weapons 
talks. (3 min: turkish 1400) 

27 22 a1eksandr zho1kver reviews last round of talks held in brussels on 
unification of eec and efta, noting both sweden and austria want to join 
eec, since their traditional neutrality will no longer be compromised. (3 
min: home 1900) 

28 23 "good evening, austria." (rpt germaust 191925, item 19 on 19 dec list) 
(germaust 1925) 

29 AFRICA 
30 24 "ussr-africa: contacts and contracts." (rpt engafr 191700, item 23 on 

19 dec list) (engafr 1700) 
31 25 "africa as we see it": oleg she1epin stressing unga's reaffirmed 
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decisions on rsa remain unchanged, despite de klerk's determination to 
eliminate apartheid but developments do not depend on him alone (3 min); 
aleksey litvinov on annual population growth in gambia, deals with 
influence of demography on situation in that country, noting by 1997 there 
will be 90 people per square km and problems this will impose on country 
(4.5 min). (engafr 1700 2000) 

32 26 vladislav chernukha on situation in angola and prospects for cease-fire 
between govt forces and unita. (rpt enginter 201210, item 33 on 20 dec 
list) (enginter 0910 engna 0000) 

33 27 intvw with soviet author who studied history of ghana during colonial 
period, on his latest book. (7 min: engafr 1830) 

34 28 "russians abroad, program about links between russia and south africa, 
giving story of aleksandr guchkov, a moscow merchant's son, who fought 
inboer war, noting his experiences in south africa made him believe there 
should be democratic reshaping of russia's political system, quoting 
kirill guchkov, who lives in moscow and whose grandfacter was aleksandr's 
brother, saying his family closely follows events in south africa and are 

35 
36 
37 

concerned about interrethnic clashes there. (8 min: engafr 1700) 
TB2212120190TAKE2 
PERSIAN GULF 
29 gorbachev greetings to participants in summit of cooperation cncl for 
arab states of gulf member-states, held in doha. (200 text sent: tasse 
1826 tassr 1750; brief: tv 1800 spanla 2300 portbraz 2300) 

38 30 tass round-up on events in gulf. (approx 550 words: tassr 1131) 
39 31 oleg shchedrov on gulf situation. (rpt enginter 201210, item 40 on 20 

dec list) (enginter 0910 engna 0000 spancuba 0130) 
40 32 mikhail mayorov on implications of shevardnadze's resignation on soviet 

. u ~gulf- poli.cy.r-..(5-4-min, -sent.:--enginter-15l0~_spanla .2301Lpo.tlbraz.~.230jL _______ ~_~.~ 
german 1600 turkish 1400 persian 1500 dari 1500 somali 1600 bulgarian 1700 
romanian 1700 polish 1600 serbo 1700 camb 1230 mand 1400 lao 1300 urdu 
1300 tamil 1400 indo 1300 1500 bur 1430) 

41 MIDEAST 
42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

33 undatelined tass report on palestine reaction to un resolution. 
(approx 850 words: tassr 0955) 
34 tass corr mikhail kochetkov un report on unsc's approval of palestinian 
resolution on israel occupied territories. (500 text sent: tasse 1006) 
35 aleksandr pogodin on adoption by unsc of a resolution in defense of 
palestinian arabs in israeli occupied territories. this time american 
delegation agreed to condemn its key strategic ally in mideast. details of 
provisons of draft given, unsc chairman's stmt quoted on need for mideast 
conference. (4-3 min: spanla 2300 portbraz 2300 german 1600 arabic 1500 
persian 1500 dari 1500 greek 2100 turkish 1400 bulgarian 1700 urdu 1300) 
36 review of soviet press reports about events in middle east: soviet 
magazine considers that iraq could determine whether there will be war in 
gulf or not, soviet newspaper attached great attention to bendjedid's tour 
of arab countries to find political solution for gulf crisis; soviet 
newspapers also covered events in occupied territories. (5 min: arabic 
1500) 
37 "palestinian arab people's corner": review of events in occupied 
territories: general strike caused by expulsion of palestinians; 
demonstrations and clashes with israeli forces, in an interview with radio 
corr palestinian journalist ahmad abbas stressed that the intifadah will. 
continue (3 min); palestinian patriotic song; on occasion of 11th 
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48 
49 

50 

51 

52 

53 
54 
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anniversary of forming soviet-palestinian friendship committee, one of its 
members (igor marchanov) praises intifadah and reviews soviet support to 
palestinian rights, soviet public opinion calls for speedy implementation 
of un resolutions on palestine (3 min); palestinian patriotic song; 
"silence is death": a poem by palestinian poet mu'in bisisu. (arabic 
1500) 
38 "the radio mail program feaktures report on 1atters received from 
1istseners with quotes from some of them and a preview of some of radio 
moscow programs for next year which marks the 50th anniversary of greek 
program. (25 min: greekcy 1730) 
SOUTH ASIA 
39 boris biragov on continuing hostilities in afghanistan, noting ray of 
hope for settlement. (rpt portbraz 202200, item 49 on 20 dec list) 
(spancuba 0130 burm 1430 malay 1200 thai 1100) 
40 indo1gist (elena prustova) on economic difficulties being faced by 
india. (rpt hind 171400, item 56 on 17 dec list) (hind 1130) 
41 soviet academician (dr vladimir yurikiyev), on soviet-indian 
cooperation in field of oceanography. (7 min: hind 1400) 
42 (sergey) antonomov on current visit of japanese delegation to pakistan, 
on possible japanese economic assistance in view of pakistan's poor 
economic situation reSUlting from gulf crisis and suspension of u.s. aid. 
(6 min poor: urdu 1300) 
CHINA 
43 anon on Ii peng's interview with sri lanka television, affirming that 
changes in soviet union have no effect on sino-soviet relations. (5-4 
min: camb 1230 lao 1300 viet 1000) 

55 TB2212120290TAKE3 
------------ -.-- ---... - 56 -.-.... 44.".progr8.lll-£or...-ehinese-}'.ouths.'!-:-introduction --to--boolt.-on.-Pr.ob1ems-about-------------~--

57 

58 

59 

60 
61 

62 

63 

64 

65 
66 

................. ' . 

ussr; chinese student in ussr eulogizes on his study in soviet union. (20 
min: mand 1400) 
45 "half hour with wang xiao": pravda interview with official of ussr 
foreign investigation unit, on units activities (5 min); highlights of 
varies soviet weeklies (4 min); intvw with director of soviet language 
institute on sinologist study (3 min); introduction to book introducing 
chinese arts, published by soviet museum (3 min). (mand 1300) 
46 "asian affairs": (alekseyev) on soviet-chinese relations, noting that 
development of bilateral relations would not be affected by internal 
changes in either country. (3 min sent: mand 0700) 
47 (apol10nov) interview with professor of far east study institute, on 
development of sino-soviet relations during 1990. (3.5 min: mand 202200) 
ASIAN COMMUNIST 
48 (shichdrov) on outcome of recent paris international conference devoted 
to cambodian issue. (4 min: jap 201200) 
49 interview with vladimir gusev, vice chmn ussr council of ministers, 
head soviet delegation visiting laos. (rpt lao 201300) 
50 izvestiya hanoi corr on labour cooperation between vietnam and soviet 
union since 1980, issues pertaining to vietnamese workers in ussr. (13 
min poor: viet 1000) 
51 anon observer on his second visit to saigon port, citing achievements 
of port workers and changes effected by port authorities. (12 min: viet 
1000) 
ASIA/PACIFIC 
52 "focus on asia": incl anon on outcome of ROK president no tae-u moscow 

. ......... " .:',:.; . :.. ' .. ,., ','" ......... . 
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visit, noting agreement reached by two countries on non-interference in 
internal affairs (4 min sent): anon on moscow meeting to promote dialogue 
and cooperation in asia-pacific region (3 min). (korean 1100) 

67 53 anon on founding conf for soviet assn for dialogue and coop in 
asian-pacific region. (rpt hind 201400, item 63 on 20 dec list) (burm 
1030 tamil 1400 malay 1200 urdu 1300 thai 1100) 

68 54 anon on impacts of development in europe on asia-pacific region. (4 
min: mand 1400) 

69 55 mitin on effects of nato/warsaw treaty conventional weapons reduction 
treaty on asian region. (3 min: mand 1000) 

70 56 anon on increase in cross border trade activities between cambodia and 
thailand, although two countries have not yet re-established diplomatic 
relations. (7 min: camb 1100) 

71 57 anon on japanese political situation, military budget and other issues 
concerned with soviet union. (4 min poor: korean 0900) 

72 58 summary izvestiya on economic development of sakhalin island. (3 min: 
mand 0700) 

73 59 "asian affairs": lebedev on japanese diet recently passed bill on 
5-year national def bldg plan. (3 min: mand 0700) 

74 60 latyshev tokyo dispatch on japanese reaction to no tae-u's soviet 
visit, noting gorbachev-no talks dialogue invited positive reactions to 
japanese business and political circles. (5.5 min: jap 201200) 

75 61 aleksey kondratyev on media reaction to no tae u's soviet union visit, 
noting that most reaction has been positive with only noticeable 
dissonance coming from north korean papers, expressing concern on 
intention to seek outside assistance in solving problem of korean 
peninsula. (4 min: enginter 1510 portbraz 2200 spanla 2300 german 1600 

---bulgarian.-llOO--pollsh---1600-ind~1300--1500--buJ;m--1430--lll8Dd-l000.)------------------------
76 62 dmitriyev on no tae-u visit to soviet union, stressing significance of 

soviet-rok friendship in post cold war era. (6 min: jap 201000) 
77 TB2212120390TAKE4 
78 

79 
80 

81 

82 

83 

84 
85 

63 summary pravda on ROK president no tae-u soviet visit, noting issues 
discussed and significance of peace on korean peninsula for northeast 
asia. (4 min: korean 0900) 
EAST EUROPE 
64 (fatin) on foreign ministry spokesman refuting soviet involvement in 
czechoslovak disturbances of nov 1989. (4 min: jap 201000) 
65 anon on intensification of excesses aimed at soviet soldiers in poland, 
noting that provocative shooting in vicinity of soviet military buildings 
has become more frequent, which are not conducive to maintainence and 
development of relations. (3 min: polish 1600) 
66 aleksandr shakhin on first anniversary of romanian revolution, noting 
that situation appears stable but there are demands that government 
resigns with talk of second revolution. (6-3 min: enginter 1510 2110 
spanla 2300 portbraz 2300 enguk 2000 german 1600 persian 1500 dari 1500 
greek 2100 turkish 1400 polish 1600 romanian 1700 serbo 1700 camb 1230 lao 
1300) 
67 political scientist (boris kovachev) on first anniv,ersary of romanian 
revolution. (5 min: romanian 1700) 
MILITARY 
68 trud interview with yuriy samsonov, deputy chairman of supsov committee 
for defense and state security, on draft ussr defense budget for 1991. 
(400 text: tassr 0930) 

,', ,", }..'.' I •.. ,. .~ ". 
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86 SPACE I SCIENCE 
87 69 "world of soviet sci-tech". (rpt bulgarian 191700, item 75 on 19 dec 

list) (bulgarian 1700) 
88 70 "science and engineering": anon on new soviet of diagnosing kidney 

disease, quoting (dr shchapiro) responsible for its inception (7 min); 
boris belitskiy answers listeners questions on causes of circles in 
british fields, noting u.s. speculation that they could be caused by 
winds, pranksters or even ufo's, also commenting on changing soviet 
attitudes toward ufo's with increasing interest on scientific basis (5 
min) (engna 0000); adding boris belitskiy acknowledging listeners on 
various issues pertaining to MIR, german listener advised of soviet 
exhibits devoted to gagarin (5.5 min). (enginter 0730 engna 2300 enginter 

89 
90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 
98 
99 

100 

101 

1210) 
NATIONALITIES 
71 anon interview with rsfsr premier ivan silayev, assuring foreign 
companies intending to set up joint enterprises in ussr that they will not 
end up bankrupt. (7 min sent: russinter 1030) 
72 tass corrs pavel ostrov and yuriy kozmin on 21 dec plenary session of 
russian parliament, which adopted law on social development of 
countryside. (320 text sent: tasse 0830) 
73 aleksandr ikonnikov interview with rsfsr supsov chairman boris yeltsin, 
noting that rsfsr will act in line with people's congress decision setting 
up commission to prepare draft of its own. (5 min: german 1600) 
74 tass interview with colonel (zemitsov), representative of border guards 
of committee for state security, on estonia's intention to form its own 
border guards. (brief: enginter 1200 1300 1400 1500) 
75 tass corr kazis uscila klaipeda dispatch on situation at this 

.~ithuanian-por.t-.-quotin8'~.inteJ;views-wi-th-daai.J."man-Of--Gi~ty~-couRe.i-l~-v-.--.-vepas~ .-~-~~.-~ 
and commander of soveit army garrison col i. chernykh, giving differeing 
opinions of armed patrols in klaipeda. (350 text sent: tasse 1622) 
76 fourth in series izvestiya on economic reforms taking place in 
sakhalin. (5 min: korean 0900) 
77 (yorin) interview with new head of (tazhta) district in turkmenia. (4 
min: tagalog 1300) 
TB2212120490TAKE5 
CONGRESS OP PPL'S DEPUTIES 
78 yazov 19 dec remarks to soviet/foreign journalists, on role of army and 
situation in gulf. (c/r home 191900, item 109 on 19 dec list) (8-4 min: 
camb 1100 jap 201200) 
79 boris markovnikov on 19 dec debates during 4th congress of ppl's 
deputies. (rpt enginter 191210, item 96 on 19 dec 1st) (6.5 min: mand 
0700) 
80 gorbachev speech at 20 dec evening sitting of congress, re 
shevardnadze's resignation. (c/r tasse 201900, item 105 on 20 dec list) 
(1.5 min: engna 0000 jap 201000 201200; brief: enginter 0800 0900 1000 
1100 spancuba 0130) , 

102 81 anon on 20 dec congress proceedings which discussed new union treaty, 
briefly quoting shevardnadze's resignation speech and gorbachev's speech 
in reply (1.5 min). (rpt enginter 202110, item 124 on 20 dec list) 
(enginter 0910 engna 0000 spancuba 0130 spanla 0200 lao 1030 camb 1100 
1230 viet 1000 burm 1030 1430 hind 1130 1400 malay 1200 beng 1200 urdu 
1300 tamil 1400 hind 1400; attrib gurov: frenchinter 201800 mand 202200) 

103 82 vladimir isachenkov intvw with soviet army general mikhail moiseyev 

.;, " 
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rejecting shevardnadze's claims about looming dictatorship. (120 text 
sent: tasse 0848 tassr 0834) 

104 83 aldo romero reads interfax intvw with several soviet congressmen, 
politicians, and high-ranking officials on their rejection of 
shevardnadze's resignation. (3 min: spancuba 0130) 

105 84 igor yefimov/georgiy shmelev kremlin report on reaction to 
shevardnadze's resignation sources close to him. (300 text sent: tassr 
0913) 

106 85 vladislav kozyakov on shevardnadze's resignation and its effect on 
soviet foreign policy and in particular soviet-u.s. relations. (3 min, 
sent: engna 2300) 

107 86 roundup stmts by congress deputies on reaction to shevardnadze's 
resignation, quoting aleksandr yakovlev (1.5 min), teymuraz stepanov, 
shevardnadze's aide (2 min), and arkadiy murashev, ldr interregional 
parliamentary group (one min). (5 min: engaf 1700 1830) 

108 87 report on briefing given to journalists by foreign ministry spokesman 
today in moscow on shevardnadze's resignation. (3 min: greek 2100) 

109 88 irina chayko report on intvw with mayor of leningrad, also mbr soviet 
parliament, on shevardnadze's surprise resignation. (4 min: bulgarian 
1700) 

110 89 tass roundup reports of reactions to shevardnadze's resignation. 
(approx 700 words: tassr 0915) 

111 90 running summary 21 dec proceedings of 4th congress of ussr ppl's 
deputies, chaired by lukyanov, session opens with various deputies 
discussing procedural discipline, quoting chelyshev on behalf of 
interregional group, reading stmt expressing concern about possible 
winding down of democratic process (2 min, sent), session resumes debate 
on--concept-of--new--uni-on--t-r-eaty,-quod-ng-some--speaker-s---and-then-khasbulatov-----------
on idea of examining union set-up (11 min, sent), also quoting sobchak 
referring to shevardnadze's warning (8 min sent), palagnyuk speaks re 
moldavian national history (7 min sent), nishanov takes floor to conclude 
debate, answers questions raised by deputies (26 min), lukyanov says that 
resolution is virtually complete and should be circulated tomorrow, 
announces interval; lukyanov addresses floor on law on amendments to ussr 
constitution (40 min), debate continues on legislative and executive 
powers, quoting chernyak re creeping reactionzry rightwing coup d'etat in 
country in which shevardnadze, yakovlev and bakatin have already fallen 
victim (7 min, sent), other deputies quoted stating that shevardnadze 
should remain as foreign minister until ratification of soviet-german 
treaty, quoting dpty korshunov echoing a previous speaker and saying mbrs 
of congress have personal responsibility for state of country, session 
ends. (4 hr, excerpts sent: home 1600) 

112 91 lukyanov addresses 21 dec session on draft law on changes and additions 
to ussr constitution. (40 min, sent: tv 1307) 

113 TB2212120590TAKE6 
114 92 polozhentsev video report on 21 dec debate on union treaty, citing 

various speakers, noting most spoke in favor of preserving ussr, nishanov 
summed up results. (9 min: tv 1530) 

115 93 polozhentsov video report on 21 dec congress of deputies, listing 
various speakers in debate on new union treaty with nishanov summing up 
results, also quoting lukyanov address on changing role of soviet of 
federation, quoting others speakers in evening session. (18 min: tv 1800) 

116 94 lyudmila semina on 21 dec session of 4th congress of people's deputies, 

'" ... .: ......... " 
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during which debates continued on general concept of new union treaty and 
procedure for concluding this process. (6 min sent: home 0900) 

117 95 aleksandr ruvinskiy on 21 dec proceedings at ussr congress of people's 
deputies, where debates continue on union treaty and country's political 
situation, including remarks by deputy chelyshev. (4.5 min: mayak 1000) 

118 96 a. nikiforov on 21 dec congress proceedings, including excerpts from 
reports by khasbulatov (2.5 min), sobchak (5.5 min) and tatar supreme 
soviet chairman shaymiyev (one min). (15 min: home 1200) 

119 97 ivan invanov/vladimir isachenkov report on congress debate on new union 
treaty ending, noting most speakers supported ideas behind draft and 
favored its prompt conclusion. (300 text sent: tasse 1254 tassr 1213) 

120 98 lev aksenov/yuriy sizov on congress of ppl's deputies discussing 
constitutional amendments, highlighting lukyanov report and debate that 
followed. (300 text: tasse 1557) 

121 99 lev aksenov/yuriy sizov report on debate on amendments to constitution, 
quoting aleksandr yakovlev, chernyak, borodin, konstantin, lubechenko, 
among others. (300 text sent: tasse 1806 tassr 1455) 

122 100 tass analyst andrey orlov reviewing first four days of 4th session of 
congress of ppl's deputies, reviewing various debates and highlighting 
shevardnadze' resignation. (400 text sent: tasse 1209 tassr 1007) 

123 101 1. khatayevich reportage, incl intvw with andryushchenko about 
sociological questionnaire handed out to congress deputies at start of 4th 
congress, i.a. about whether work of congress is adequate, about vremya 
coverage of congress. (3 min: tv 1800) 

124 102 recorded excerpts from ppl's deputies denouncing talk of general 
collapse and deploring poor level of political debate. (6 min: german 
1600) 

- ---- -125 --103summar~L-pravda--intw..-with---taJik--president--kakhU"--makhkamoV--OD---- ... ---------.-----
importance of gorbachev's report to congress of ppl's dpties which 
contained new and very important ideas about place of autonomous republics 
and formations in union. (cov pmu) (300 text: tasse 1340) 

126 104 anon parliamentary corr report on proceedings at 21 dec session of 
congress of deputies, noting discussions on new union treaty have ended, 
outlining deabtes and noting call by interregional deputies for mps who 
walked out to return, and quoting speeches by sobchak, kliment ivanov from 
yakutiya and khasbulatov. (4-3 min: enginter 1510 spanla 2300 portbraz 
2300 enguk 2000 german 1600 romanian 1700 polish 1600 mand 1000 1400; 
attrib sergey vorobyev: serbo 1700) 

127 105 vyacheslav solovyev reviewing deliberations of 21 dec session which 
discussed new union agmt and bill for amendment of country's constitution. 
(6-4 min: greek 2100 turkish 1400 persian 1500 dari 1500 somali 1600 burm 
1030 1430 camb 1100 1230 viet 1000 1400) 

128 106 report on gorbachev-ryzhkov meeting workers' delegation during special 
meeting where numerous questions were discussed, quoting ryzhkov (2 min), 
and gorbachev (1.5 min). (6.5 min, sent: russinter 1030; 500 text, incl 
brief ryzhkov, 100 words gorbachev, sent: tasse 1824; brief: enginter 2200 
spanla 2300 engna 2300) 

129 LIFE IN USSR 
130 107 "update": incl anon rounding up people's deputies views on important 

of issues under debate at congress, stressing need for continuing 
existence of new union (5.5 min); leonid zhukov on situation in moldavia, 
quoting head of moldova comparty ideology department on negotiations aimed 
at stabilizing si.tuation (4 min); interviews with rsfsr constititional 
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commission member and one of authors of new rsfsr draft constitition, 
outling views that new union treaty should follow new constitutions 
adopted by soviet republics (7 min). (enginter 0810 engna 0000) 

131 TB2212120590TAKE7 
132 108 yuriy (smirnov) of radio moscow thanks all yugoslavs who have sent aid 

to russian people, noting that children and those affected by chernobyl 
will benefit most, also mentioning that supply difficulties have been 
caused by bureaucratic inefficiency. (3 min: serbo 1700) 

133 109 anon on celebrations of russian orthodox church. (3 min: portbraz 
2200) 

134 110 anon on handing over of 150,000 copy of bible to russian orthodox 
church, by union of churches from northern countries at daniloff 
monastery. (3 min: enguk 2000 german 1600) 

135 111 (vitaliy yurinov) on pilgrimages made to holy sites in ussr by soviet 
muslims. (4 min: somali 1600) 

136 112 anon interview with soviets applying for foreign visas. (5 min: 
tagalog 1300) 

137 113 mikhail barishev on perspectives of establishing black sea economic 
cooperation region. (3.5 min: turkish 1400) 

138 114 m. gafurov video report from ufa, interviewing influenza 
immunopreparat vaccine manager on vaccine production failures. (3 min: tv 
1800) 

139 115 "glasnost dictionary": incl anon on founding of tatar league for equal 
rights and unity of peoples, incl intvw with chairman vladimir belayev (3 
min); anon on 50th anniv of moscow institute for youth movement formerly 
called komsomol university (3 min); portrayal of ukrainain anthropologist 
(dariel acbmedov) (4 min); anon on soviet-german cultural center in kakakh 

----------- -- ---- -- -----town -0 {(ost-inal'gor-sk-)-( -7--min}j---anon--on---1-2St-h---ann-iv--o-f---sovie-t--soe-i ety-fM--- ------
protection of animals (6 min). (german 1700) 

140 116 "ussr today": (macheko) on soviet people's congress, citing remarks by 
deputies from various ssr's re importance of unity and relations between 
ssr and central authorities. (5 min: mand 0100) 

141 117 "ussr today": (chucheniko) introducing organization formed in tartar 
assr, promoting equality and unity among people of various nationalities. 
(4 min: mand 0100) 

142 118 "ussr today" anon on soviet people's congress session; rsfsr contacts 
with foreign companies; north european countries religious delegation 
visit to moscow. (13 min: mand 1300) 

143 119 "events in soviet union": anon on constitutional amendment in russian 
federation allowing land ownership (3 min); anon on seven world records 
broken by named soviet giant transport aircraft (3.5 min): anon on 
establishment of free travellers association in moscow (3 min). (turkish 
1400) 

144 120 "various aspects of life in ussr": anon on treaty discussed at 
congress of peoples deputies (7 min); anon on cooperation between russia 
and other countries (5 min); interview with gen (yakoblav), leader of 
soviet intelligence organization, on activity of this organization (6 
min). (korean 0900) 

145 121 "hour for youth": incl anon on novel published in pravda (3 min); anon 
on creation exhibition held at soviet people's economic center (5 min). 
(korean 1100) 

146 122 mise internal ussr items: 42: global 7 sov 6 latam 6 asc 8 asnc 15 
147 UNPRO: tv 0930 enginter 1600 1700 1800 1900 
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148 POOR: romanian 1700 
149 DROPPED: enginter 1810 (endall) 21 Dec 90 
150 TB2212120790TAKE8 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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